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An optimal process with unilateral constraint is considered using relaxed con- 
trols. Existence of optimal control is automatic. Further, problems with linear and 
certain quadratic cost functions with linear integral and state constraints are such 
that the controls are actually ordinary, i.e., bounded measurable functions. In 
addition, if the control set is a convex polyhedron, the optimal controls take their 
values in the vertices of the polyhedron. Control processes governed by integral 
equations have been considered by V. R. Vinokurov (SIAM 7 (1969), 324-355). 
However, there existence is not shown for the general problem and optimality con- 
ditions are not available for the problem when state constraints are present. 
Furthermore, the above work has some errors as pointed out by L. W. Neustadt 
and J. Warga (SIAM 8 (1970), 572). Finally, we point out that the basic idea in our 
approach here is the same as in a forthcoming, paper (J. Optim. Theory A&., in 
press). 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ASSUMPTIONS 
We suppose we are given a system governed by 
d(t) =f(t) + j; UC d(s), +I, s) h. 
We would like to find a control u( .) such that ( 1.1 ), 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
and 
A(& d(f)) G 0 (1.3) 
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are satisfied and the cost 
is minimum. 
Assumptions. (i) Let 3, 9 be open subsets of II%” and R”, respectively. 
The function L(t, x, u, S) from [0, l] x SY x 3! x [O, 1] into R is con- 
tinuously differentiable in t and x, continuous in (t, x, u) for fixed S, and 
measurable in s for fixed (t, x, u). 
(ii) The function M(x, u, t) from % x G2 x [0, I] into R is differen- 
tiable in x and continuous in (x, u) for fixed t and measurable in t for fixed 
(x, u). We assume the same for the functionfO(x, u, t). 
(iii) For each compact subset TC 52” x +2 3/1 E LJO, 1) such that 
for almost every SE [0, l] and JM,(x, u, t)l + IM(x, u, t)l + If’(x, u, t)l + 
Ify(x, u, t)l < /l(t) for almost every t, where a,L, M,, f y denote matrices of 
partial derivatives with respect to x. Here and in what follows I . I denotes 
the Euclidean norm of the vector or matrix in question. 
(iv) The function f from [0, l] into IR” is absolutely continuous and 
f’ is square integrable. Furthermore, f(0) E 2”. 
(v) Assume u(t) E 52 for almost every t, where 52 is a compact subset 
of 92. 
(vi) The function W: IR” + R is continuously differentiable. 
(vii) The function A(t, x) is continuously differentiable from 
[0, l] x 37 into R”. 
Remark 1.1. It is easy to verify that all admissible trajectories lie in a 
fixed compact set X’ c X under the above assumptions. 
2. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We recast the above problem in terms of relaxed controls. For the 
concept of relaxed controls we refer to Cl, 41. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A relaxed admissible pair (4, v) is an absolutely 
continuous function 4 defined on [O, l] and a relaxed control v defined on 
[0, 1 ] such that 
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1 0 I {I n W&f), 4 t) dv(t)(u) 1dt + wd4 1 )I = 0, (2.2) 
A(& O(f)) G 0. (2.3) 
Note that v(f) is a Radon probability measure on the compact set Sz c %. 
To simplify notation we shall write v, instead of v(t), L(t, 4(s), v,, s) for 
jn L(t, d(s), u, s) MS)(U), and M($(t), v,, t) for In Wd4t), u, t) TV. 
From now on we consider the following relaxed version of (1.1 )-( 1.4): 
Min df”(d(t), v,, r  dfc 
subjecttoqY(t)=f’(t)+L(t,~(t),v,, t) 
+ j’ aAt, 4(.~), v.,, s) ds 
0 (2.4) 
s ’ W&t), v,, t)dr+ W(#(l))=O 0 
A(4 O(t)) GO. 
440) = f(O). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose c++~  4 uniformly and 4; -+ I$’ weakly in L, . Suppose 
also the sequence of relaxed admissible controls {v,} converges weak-star to 
v. Let g be a mapping from ?Z x % x [0, 1 ] to iw having the properties off’ 
(see assumptions (ii) and (iii) in Section 1). Then 
g(4ji(t)9 vjt, [II + g(#tz), V*, t) weakly in L,. 
ProoJ The proof is straightforward and thus omitted. 
Remark 2.1. If we assume that the admissible set for (2.4) is nonempty, 
it is straightforward to verify the existence of an optimal pair. To see this 
we use Lemma 2.1 and the assumptions in Section 1. 
3. ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONALS 
In this section we introduce two functionals which are associated with 
our problem. The first functional we consider is 
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(I 
2 
+ K 4’(t) -f’(t) - u4 4th v,, t) - I ’ aAt, 4(s), v,, s) ds 0 !I 1 2 
vt, t)dt+ fJ’(d(l)) 
+ I14’-4bI12+~ IIv--ollL, (3.1) 
where (do, vo) is an optimal pair which is fixed from now on and 
I/v-vo(JL=ess-sup{Jv(t)-vo(t)l (0):O<t<l) 
)I .I) = I,,-norm. 
We assume JAf”(40(t), vO,, t) dr = 0 in the rest of our discussion. Let 
Ad = { (4, v) 14 absolutely continuous, 4’ square 
integrable, v a relaxed control and 
A(& 4(l)) a). 
Let 
B(E)= ((4, V)E Ad 1 IW-&II GE, lb- vollL GE, W)=f(O)). 
We assume 0 <E < sr, where s1 is such that II& -&,/I < .sl and b(O) =f(O) 
implies the trajectory ~+4 lies in X’ (see Remark 1.1). 
Remark 3.1. For 0 <E < E, it is straightforward to verify (4, v) H 
FK(d, v) attains its minimum on B(E). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume 0 <E <Ed. Zf either II@--&ll =E or IIv- vollL =E 
holds in the inequalities 114’ - &,ll GE, I/v - vo(IL < E, where (4, v) E B(E), then 
X(E) such that FKCEj($, v) > 0. 
ProoJ The proof proceeds in exactly the same way as a corresponding 
lemma in [S]. 
Remark 3.2. Let (d,, v’)EB(E) be such that FKCE)(dE, vE)= 
ind{F,,,,(d, v) ( (4, v) E B(E)}. By Lemma 3.1 we have II& - &II < E, 
llvE - VOII L < 6 
At this point we introduce the second functional. For 0 <E < E, let 
V(E) = (4 14 absolutely continuous, 114’ - &II GE, C+(O) =f(O)} 
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Let o be a smooth convex function such that w(t) > 0 for t > 0 and 
w(t) = 0 for t < 0. Note that vE is as in Remark 3.2. On V(E) we define the 
functional 
(3.2) 
Let us note ff&(dE) = FKcEJ(dE, v’) < FK,EJ(dO, vo) = 0. For each j, 
j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . it is easy to see that 3bje V(E) such that 
Hi,(cJ(dji) = infWi,&$) I4 E U&l 1. (3.3) 
LEMMA 3.2, Let dj be as in (3.3). Then 3 a subsequence ( jk,) such that 
II &, - &Jl < &. 
Proof. First recall FK(,)(#,, v”) = inf(F,,,,(& v) ( (4, v) E B(E)) (see 
Remark 3.2). Since A(t, d,(l)) d 0, we have H&)(c,~~) < FKCtj(~E, v’). Thus 
i&i j j’ o(A(t, 4,(r))) dt + lim j’ fO(dj(t), v;, t) dr 
i-m 0 j-m 0 
+ lim II~;-~bll*+~ IIv,--ollL 
I-m 
[ 
j’ k%$(f), vf, t) dr f W4j(l )) 
1 
2 
+ lim K(E) 
j- 00 0 
+;@I K(F) IldJt)-f’(t)-L(t, d,(t), V:, t)-/“,L(t, dj(S), $3 S) ds 
0 !I 
2 
G ~K(c)(4s, v&J. (3.4) 
From (3.3) we have Hi,,,,(dj) Q FKCEJ$E, v’), from which we conclude 3 a 
subsequence of {j), {j,) and $, such that $i;.t -+ & weakly in L, and 
#jk -+ JE uniformly. We can also see from (3.4) that 
I ’ o(A(t, & (r))) dr = 0, 0 
o(A(t, $ (t))) = 0 a.e. since w >/ 0. From the definition of o, 
:(-lqr, I$ (l))y= 0 
we see that 
a.e. implies A( t, i,(t)) < 0, 0 < f < 1. Further, from (3.4) 
&(&L ve) d FK(E)(4E5 v&l. (3.5) 
Since A(r, $,(t))<O, it follows from (3.5) and the fact ($,, V’)E B(E) 
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that I;KC,,($C, vB) =FKCEJ(dE, v’), which together with (3.4) leads to the 
conclusion 
From (3.5) and Remark 3.2 we have ll$L--&ll <E. From (3.5) and (3.4) we 
obtain 
(3.6) 
Since /l&A- &II <E we conclude from (3.6) that Elk,, kz, . . such that 
II&,- &I[ <E and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p, q E L1(O, 1). Let the inequality 1; { pw + qw’} dt 2 0 
hold for all w satisfying the conditions w(0) = w( 1) = 0, w is piecewise 
continuously differentiable, and w > 0 on [0, 11. Then, the function 
is nonincreasing (outside of a set of measure zero) on [0, l] 
Proof Let 
w(t)= (t- fl)lE, t,dt<tl+E 
= 1, t,+E<t<tz-E 
= (tz - t)b, tZ-&<t<tt2 
= 0, O<t,<t,,t,6t<l, 
where t, , t, E [0, l] are Lebesgue points of p. Assume also q is defined at 
t,, tZ. Putting w in the inequality which is assumed to hold in the lemma 
and letting E + O+ leads to T(t2) < T(t,). 
Remark 3.3. In the course of proving Lemma 3.2 we came across JE 
such that II&-&[/ < E, A(t, 6At)) G 0, and f;,,,,(&E, vE) = F,,,,(dt,, v’), i.e., 
($,, vE) minimizes FKCE)(& v) over B(E) as does (&,, v’). In subsequent 
discussions we keep this in mind. 
Assumption 3.1. We assume that there exists E’ > 0, E’ < E, such that 
A,r(t, x) does not vanish on an &‘-neighborhood of the optimal trajectory 
bo, i.e., at each c, 0 < t Q 1, /A,(& Z’)( # 0 for any vector V if 1 V- do(t)1 < E’. 
From now on we assume that 0 < E < E’ < F, . 
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Let c be an absolutely continuous scalar function on [0, l] such that 
(>O on [O, 11, i(O) = i(l) = 0. Let us set 5,(f) = -A 44 $,(t))/ 
(A Jr, $,(t))12. We can easily verify that 38, > 0 such that 0 < tI 6 8, implies 
4~ d,(f) + K(t) t,(t)) 60 and II C?,(t) + N’(t) L(t)1 - Mf)ll < E. Thus, 
using Remark 3.3 we have 
~&,c,(~,:+mc~ v,)ld~l,~=o+ 30. (3.7) 
From (3.7) using Lemma 3.3 we obtain a nonincreasing function 
36 t) = ‘h,,(t) . L:(f) -J’ {foci,:, v:, $1 . 4,(.~) + ‘hi.(S) . C:(s) 
0 
+ ‘k&b) aJ4.5 i,:(s), v:> s) . Lb) 
’ ti,(T) a,a,u5 iJ,:(.d, q, .Y) dT 
where we can arrange I(&, 1 ) to be zero if A .( 1, &( 1)) < 0 (see 
Remark 4.5) and 
$,:(t) = am- &J(r)) + WE) &A0 -f’(t) - L(h im? VT> t) 
-j’a,L(s~,(s),v:,s)ds 1 (3.9) 0 
Notation 3.1. In what follows we shall write A(&; t) for /1(4,(t), v;, t). 
Let 
J@,> VI) = d&d& + erl> v”)lde In=o. (3.10) 
We can easily see that J in (3.10) is linear in ye. Further, we can see easily 
that (3.7) is the same as 
N,, 15,) 2 0. (3.11) 
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Integrating by parts we can see easily that 
Jti,, 14,) = 1’ %E, t) i’(f) dt. 
0 
(3.12) 
Recall CJ~ + H#,,,(#) attains its minimum at 4jk on V(E) (see (3.3) and 
Lemma 3.2). Furthermore, d,k + 6, uniformly and 4;k + 6; weakly in L, 
and for a subsequence {jk,), II& - &,/I <E. For simplicity of notation we 
assume II&, - &II < 6 is true for {jk}, i.e., jI$~~--&,ll <E. For h an 
absolutely continuous vector function with square integrable derivative we 
have 
dQ,,,(4, + @)/de I n = ,, = 0. (3.13) 
If we put h=A.,(t, $,(t))/lA,(t, $,(t))[* in (3.13) we see the integral 
jk j’ w’(A(t, 4,,(f)) dt 
0 
is bounded as k -+ co. If we next put h(t) = i(t) + [A,( t, Je(t)) . [] l,, where 
t, is as before and c is an absolutely continuous vector function s.t. 
[(O)=[(l)=O, [‘EL,, in (3.13) and let k+ co we obtain 
JhL i) + J@,> CA Ah i,w i(t)1 L(t)) = 0. (3.14) 
From (3.14) (3.12) and (3.10) we obtain 
$(t) = 8,,(O) + j’f.:h; t) -jr &(4 Lr(7, k(7), v”r, 7) d70 0 
+ j; &, 7) A..(79 i,(7)) L,(7, h(7), v:, 7) dT 
’ -1 s ’ 8$(s) a,,8,L(s, t&(7), v”r, 7) ds dr 0 I 
+ j’ j’ X(E, s) A.&, $,(s)) a,Z,L(s, it(r), vf, T) ds dz 
0 7 
+ J; 2(&b) -#o(T)) L,(T, i,(7), v:, T) d7 
+ Jf J’ Gtm - 98s)) QAS, h(7), v:, 7) ds d7 
0 i 
+J’ Of,@A~), v:7) dT 0 
(3.15) 
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where we have put 
7c, = 2K(&) 
[I 
l M&(f)3 v;, f) dt+ WTm) (3.16) 
0 1 
and 
K(t) = Ii/,(t) + &? t) ~.X(~~ im. (3.17) 
Remark 3.4. Suppose A(t,, $,(to)) < 0 at to E (0, 1). Then 3cr, j? > 0 
such that 0 < M < to < /I? < 1 and on (CI, /?) we have A(t, F,(t)) < 0. Then, 
for q~C,“((cr,/I))38*>0 such that for 0<0<8* we have 
A(t, $E(t)+0q(t)) <O on (~1, /?). Using Remark 3.3 we see that 
G’K(Ej($E + 81, v&)/d0 1e = ,, = 0, which leads to a differential equation 
satisfied by tic(t) (see (3.9)). Now, it is easy to see from the definition of 
X(E, t) (see (3.8)) that A(&, .) is constant on (~1, 8). 
4. E-MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
We recall A(& i,(t)) 6 0. Suppose I/v - ~‘11 L< E. Then 38, > 0 such that 
for 0 G 8 < 8,, v( 0) = vc + 0( v - VI:) we have 11 v( 0) - ~~~11 -c E. Thus 
dh,(iL wwl,=,+ 30. (4.1) 
Let p(e) = I/v(e) - voll L. Then the function 0 H p(e) has right derivative at 
8=0+ [l]. Thus, from (4.1) follows 
R4,:, v) 2 &L vC) - EP’(Of ), (4.2) 
where 
ii@, 0) = 1’ fOb(O, or, f) dt - I,’ 6(t) UC, x(t), (T,, t) dt 
t) dt 
+ I’ &, t) A.&t, x(t)) J; d,Uf, x(s), o,, s) ds dt 
0 
+s d+(r), d,, t)dt0 
+ J’ 2(x’(t) - $7%(f)) UC X(f), or, t) dt 
0 
+ j-; 2(x’(t) -4.,(t)) j-; a,L(t, x(s), cs, s) ds dt. (4.3) 
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Assumption 4.1. Assume A(0, q&(O)) < 0, A( 1, &,( 1)) < 0. 
Remark 4.5. Under Assumption 4.1, 36 >O, 0 < 6 < l/4 such that 
A(t,&(r))<O for tE[O,~]u[l-&l]. Since &,-+& uniformly, 
A( t, 6,(t)) < 0 for t E [0, S] u [ 1 - 6, 1 ] if E is small enough. By Remark 
3.4, X(E, t) will be constant on [0, S] and [ 1 - 6, 11. Thus, we can add a 
constant e, to X(E, t) so that X(E, I-) =O. Thus, under Assumption 4.1, 
x(c, t) = 0 for t E [ 1 - 6, 11. Note X(E, .) E L, in any case. 
5. END CONDITIONS 
We derive end conditions under Assumption 4.1. Let q 2 0 be smooth so 
that q(t)= 1 for [l-6/2, l] and q(t)=0 for t<l -6. Let 
h’,(t)= (S,je -” -‘IN, . . . S,,ie-(’ ‘IN ), where fir,= 1 if i=j and zero if i#j. 
Using Remark 3.3 we have 
~&,J~,: + hb’,, v”)l~~I~l=o = 0, i= 1, . . . n; N= 1, 2, 3, . . . . (5.1) 
In (5.1) let N + co for each i = 1, . . . . n to obtain 
$,(1)+e%c(1))=0. (5.2) 
Similarly, we obtain 
$,:(O) = 0. (5.3) 
By Remark 4.5, J(E, t) = 0, 1 - 6 d t < 1. Thus, using (3.17) we can rewrite 
(5.2) as 
~Al)+o%m)=o. (5.4) 
We can rewrite (5.3), using (3.17) as 
-*,,(O) + &, 0) A 40, i&(O)) = 0. (5.5) 
6. PASSAGE TO THE LIMIT AS E-+O 
Under Assumption 4.1 we let E + 0 tend to zero to obtain optimality 
conditions at (do, vO). Let 
ME) = 11m 03 + A(&, 0) + Id + 1% (6.1) 
@, = Qw), (6.2) 
A(&, .) = I(&, .)/M(E). (6.3) 
From (6.1)-(6.3) (3.8), and (3.15) we can see easily that {@k}O<E<E, has 
equiabsolutely continuous integrals. Let ,I0 = l/f&j 0 M(E). We. can 
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choose an appropriate subsequence of {E} tending to zero so that { @,) 
converges uniformly to an absolutely continuous function @, l/M(s) -+ 3L”, 
x,/M(c) + rt, and L(E, .) + co weakly in L2. It was pointed out (see (3.8)) 
that X(E, .) is a nonincreasing function outside of a set of measure zero. 
Furthermore, it was pointed out in Remark 4.5 that X(E, .) is constant on 
[0, S] and [ 1 - 6, 11, As E + 0 through an appropriate subsequence, 
{ X(E, .)/P(E)) converges to 1 weakly in L,. It follows quite easily that 1. is 
also nonincreasing outside of a set of measure and that it is constant on 
[0, S] and [ 1 - 6, 11. Since I(&, 1 -) is zero (see Remark 4.5) and X(E, .) is 
nonincreasing, we see X(E, . ) > 0. In fact I(&, . ) = 0 on [ 1 - 6, 11. Thus, we 
also conclude 2 3 0 and ,? = 0 on [ 1 - 6, 11. Finally, let us notice 1,’ 3 0 
since P(E) > 1 and 1’= l/lim --r:+0 P(E). Now, from (3.15) we obtain 
Q(f) = @to) + j’ %(4o(O, vo,, t) dt 
0 
- ; Q(r) L.,(r, 40(z), vor, t) dT s 
+ j' 4~) A.&, do(z)) UT, do(~), vor, ~1 dT 
0 
’ 4 s ’ Q(s) &J,L(s, Qo(T), vat, T)ds dz 0 T
+ j' j' A(s) A As, do(s)) J,J.sW, do(~), vor, 5) ds dT 
0 T 
+ j; nM,(4o(~h vor, 5) dz + j' A(t)lIdA .(T, dowel dT. (6.4) 
0 
From (4.2) we obtain 
H*(#h v) 2 H*(& v,), (6.5) 
where 
ff*(x, 0) = j; fO(xU), o,, 2) dt - j; Q(f) UC, x(f), c,, t) dt 
+ s ’n(t) AAt, x(t)) L(t, x(t), T,,  df0 
X j; A(t) A,([, x(f)) j; JJ(t, x(s), (T,, s) ds dt 
+ j; mM(x(t), c,, t) dz. (6.6) 
409.‘129:1-19 
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We obtain from (5.4) and (5.5) the equations 
Q(l)= -V4o(l)f 
W) = 40) A JO> do(O)). 
Let Z = @‘. Then 
@(t)=@(l)-j1 Z(s)ds. , 
Using (6.9) and (6.7) we rewrite (6.4) as 
Z(f) = Fr($o(t), “or3 t) + 4x1 A,(6 do(t)) UC do(t), “o,, t) 
+ A(f) dA x(6 #o(t))ldt 
+ 
5, 
’ Z(s) LW, do(t), vo,, f) ds, (6.10) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
where 
f-(40(t), “o,, t) = ~“fo(40w~ “o,, t) 
+ nCw’(do(l)) Ul, #o(r), “or, t) + MA,(t), “or, t)]. (6.11) 
Equation (6.5) can be rewritten as 
F(#o(t), “,, t) + A(t) UC do(t)) ut, do(t), “,Y f) 
+ c ’ Z(s) Us, @o(t), v,, t) ds , 
+ [' Z(s) Us, 4o(f), vo,, ~1 ds a.e. (6.12) 
-, 
Finally, Using (6.8) and (6.9), we can write 
nw’(40(1)) + J4Ot A x(0, 40(O)) = -6 Z(s) ds. (6.13) 
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From (6.1) we obtain 
ll~ll~++(0)+Inl+~“=l. (6.14) 
LEMMA 6.1. we haue IlZll m + E.(O) + 17cl + A0 # 0. 
Proof. Suppose lIZI 3c’ + n(O) + InI + Jo= 0. Then /IZ(I z‘ = 0, i.e., 
Q(t) = Q(1) from (6.9). Using (6.7), Q(t) = -7~wI(~~(l)). Thus 
(~1 I I%“(@,( 1))I + I(O) + /XI+ lo= 1 according to (6.14). However, this is 
not possible since J(O) = rc = 1’ = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Zf W’(4,( 1)) and A .(O, 4o(O)) are linearly independent, 
then IlZll 7: + 1’ # 0. 
Proof Suppose l/Zll x + Lo = 0. Then (6.13) implies n = E.(O) = 0, con- 
tradicting Lemma 6.1. Note that Z E L, follows from (6.4) if we note 
Z(t) = W(t). 
Remark 6.1. Let us note that (rc, i”, E.(O))#(O, 0,O) if IIii/I < 1. 
Otherwise, since jti s nonincreasing, IJ t) = 0 a.e. and from (6.10) we would 
have to conclude Z(t) = 0 a.e., contradicting Lemma 6.1. Recall that II is as 
in assumption (iii) of Section 1. This remark remains true if 
L,(s, #o(t), vo,, t) is continuous in both s and t, (s, t)E [0, l] x [0, 11. 
We now summarize the main results in the following 
THEOREM 6.1. With the ussumptions (i)-(vi) in Section 1 and 
Assumption 4.1 in Section 4 in force let (do, vO) he a relaxed optimal pair for 
(1 .l )-( 1.4). We then huve a square integrable jimction Z, a nonincreasing, 
nonnegative function 1, scalars 3,’ >, 0, and n such that 
(i) llZJ(,+~“+Inl+I(0)#O; 
(ii) Eq. (6.10) holds; 
(iii) inequality (6.12) holds; 
(iv) Corollary 6.1 and Remark 6.1 hold. 
7. A CASE WHERE THE RELAXED CONTROL IS ORDINARY 
In this section we look at a problem where the relaxed control is 
ordinary. Consider the following problem: 
Min 
5 
d (u(s) .4(s) + b(s) .u(s)} ds (7.1) 
subject to 
4(t) =f(t) + j: p(t, s)d(s) ds + j-i Q(t> ~14s) ds (7.2) 
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j’c(t)./(f)df+j’D(r).~(r)+ W(&(l))=O 
0 0 
A(f) d(t) d 0 a.e., 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
where P(t, s) is an n x n matrix and Q(t, s) is an n x m matrix. These 
matrices are continuous in both variables and continuously differentiable in 
t. Finally, a(s), b(s), C(t), D(t), A(t) are continuous vectors of appropriate 
dimension. The vector A(t) is also C’( [0, 11). 
Suppose (tie, vo) is optimal for (7.1)-(7.4). In this case, it follows 
immediately that (#o, uo) is also optimal for (7.1)-(7.4) where 
u,(t) = In u LA,,(U). Note that u,(t) is ordinary control [S]. Now, the Fin 
(6.11) becomes 
F(do(f), u,(t), 2) = ~“LW .40(t) + b(t). uo(t)l 
+ dI~(4o(l))(P(L f) 40(f) + Q(L t) u,(f)) 
+ C(t) .40(t) + D(t). uo(t)l, (7.5) 
F,(do(t), u,(f), t) = n”4f) + ~C~(#o(l)) P(l, t) + C(f)]. (7.6) 
Thus, from (6.10) 
+ l(t) A(t) P(r, t) +1(t) A’(t) + j’ i(s) A(s) P,y(s, t) ds 
, 
J‘ 
I 
+ Z(s) P(s, t) ds. (7.7) 
, 
From (6.12), using (7.5), we have 
n”b(t).u(t)+71(WI(~o(1)) Q(L t)+Wt)).4f) 
+ 
(i 
’ 4s) A(s) Qh, t) ds 
) 
. u(t) 
I 
+ j,’ Z(s) Q(s, t) ds 
( > 
. u(t) 
2 A’Nt).uo(t)+ Nw’(40(1)) Q(l, t)+D(t)).uo(t) 
j,’ 4s) A(s) Q,(s, t) ds 
> 
. u,(t) 
+ (1 ’ Z(s) Q(s> f) ds .uo(f) > a.e. (7.8) , 
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Suppose the control set is a polyhedron. Then, from (7.8) we immediately 
see that q,(t) must be a piecewise continuous function with values in the 
vertices of the polyhedron. 
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